Introduction
The volume of digital images has increased dramatically in recent years and as a result a crisis is now taking place within a broad range of disciplines that need and use visual material. Whilst storage and capture technologies are able to cope with the huge numbers of images, poor image retrieval is in danger of rendering many repositories valueless because of the difficulty of access. These problems have motivated much research into content based image retrieval and many commercial and laboratory systems are described in the literature [see 1 and references in 2].
This paper employs a similarity measure [2] that imposes only very weak assumptions on the nature of the features used in the recognition process. This approach does not make use of a pre-defined distance metric plus feature space in which feature values are extracted from a query image and used to match those from database images, but instead generates features on a trial and error basis during the calculation of the similarity measure. This has the significant advantage that features that determine similarity can match whatever image property is important in a particular region whether it be a shape, a texture, a colour or a combination of all three. It means that effort is expended searching for the best feature for the region rather than expecting that a fixed feature set will perform optimally over the whole area of an image and over every image in the database. The similarity measure is applied to the problem of distinguishing black and white fingerprint images.
Cognitive Visual Attention
The model of Cognitive Visual Attention (CVA) described in this paper is a generalization of an earlier model of Visual Attention [3, 4] and relies upon the similarity of pairs of neighbourhoods taken from patterns A and B.
Let a set of measurements a on pattern A correspond to a location x in A in bounded n-space (x 1 , x 2 , x 3, …, x n ) where x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , …, x n ) and a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ... , a p ) Define a function F such that a = F(x) wherever a exists. It is assumed that x exists if a exists.
Consider a neighbourhood N x of x where {x' ∈N x if and only if |x i -
., x' m } Select a location y corresponding to the set of measurements b on pattern B where
The neighbourhood of x is said to match that of y if
The CVA score of a location x is incremented each time one of the set of M neighbourhoods S x matches a neighbourhood S y surrounding some y in pattern B. This means that pixels x in A that achieve large numbers of matches between a range of M neighbouring pixel sets S x and pixel neighbourhoods around y in B are assigned high CVA scores.
A parameter s is introduced to limit the area in pattern B within which the location y is randomly selected. This improves the efficiency of the algorithm in those cases where it is known that corresponding objects in the two images are shifted by no more than s pixels. In effect s represents the maximum expected mis-registration or local distortion between all parts of the two images.
Application to Black and White Images
In the case of black and white images F(x) = {0,1} and we take δ j = 0 so that a match occurs only if all m+1 pixels in a neighbourhood in A match exactly those in B.
Define the CVA score of pattern A with respect to B as
C AB is normalised to be independent of image size. Furthermore the score is not incremented if any neighbourhood N x contains solely black pixels because such S x would tend to attach value to matching large expanses on black in A and B.
The gain of the scoring mechanism is increased significantly by retaining the pixel location y if a match is detected, and reusing y for comparison with the next of the M neighbourhoods. It is likely that if a matching pixel configuration is generated, other configurations will match again at the same point, and this location y once found and reused, will accelerate the rise of the CVA score provided that the sequence is not subsequently interrupted by a mismatch. If however, S x subsequently mismatches at that location, the score is not incremented, and an entirely new location y in pattern B is randomly selected ready for the next comparison. In this way competing locations in pattern B are selected against if they contain little commonality with the neighbourhood of x in pattern A.
The size of neighbourhoods is specified by the maximum distance (ε i ) of configuration components to the pixel in A being scored. The neighbourhood is compared with the neighbourhoods of M other randomly selected pixels in pattern B that are more than a distance epsilon from the boundary of the pattern. Typically ε i = 2 and M = 50, with m = 3 neighbouring pixels selected for comparison. Larger values of s and the ε i are selected according to the scale and distortion in the patterns being analysed.
Clustering
The CVA scores were computed for all pairs in a set of nine 1000x1000 binary fingerprint images with scores displayed in Table 1 . Table 1 . Pattern similarity scores for fingerprint set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Sum 1 28.5 9.9 9.7 10.4 10.2 9.9 9.5 10.7 9.6 79.9 2 9.9 29.7 10.1 9.6 10.5 10.4 9.6 11.0 9.3 80. In all cases the self similarity score C AA is greater than C AB for all B≠A. The greatest column sum max j (∑ i C ij ) indicates the pattern to which most other patterns are the most similar (print 8). In this case print 8 can be considered the 'centre' of the cluster when judging whether new patterns are members of the same group [5] . Candidate patterns would be members of the cluster if the CVA scores with print 8 were greater than the minimum score already in the cluster (print 9 score = 77.2).
Print comparisons took about 100sec on a 1.0GHz machine programmed with Curl (www.curl.com). Processing was proportionately reduced by restricting pixel scoring to small regions surrounding significant minutiae that identified the print.
Discussion and Conclusions
The effects of translation, rotation, and scaling on the scores have been investigated by transforming the prints and observing changes in the score relative to the centre of the cluster (print 8). It was then possible to identify the level of distortion which caused the pattern to move outside the bounds of the cluster as an indication of the robustness of the approach. Results indicated that a 2-3% change in scaling could be tolerated, the score was reliable provided any translation was less than the value of the shift parameter, s, and a rotation of up to 10° was also acceptable. There is some potential that this approach may be applicable to the sorts of distortion found on scene of crime prints.
Although the reported processing times are large, all parts of the image may be analysed in parallel and a future implementation will make use of this.
